Identifying Onomatopoeia

Words that attempt to imitate sounds are called **onomatopoeia**.

Example: plink, squeal

These words are used by speakers and writers in the attempt to describe sounds that they hear.

**Exercise:**
Identify the onomatopoeia in each sentence by underlining the words that imitate sounds. There may be more than one example in each sentence.

1. Alone in the house, Sara became alarmed when she heard a thumping noise overhead, and the thud of someone coming down the stairs.

2. The dead leaves on the ground rustled in the cool, crisp fall wind.

3. The ring of my alarm clock does not wake me up, but my mother’s screeching that breakfast is ready does the trick.

4. The smell of the bacon wafted to me, and I could hear the sizzling of the grease as it fried.

5. Marie just giggled at my joke, but Mark snorted milk through his nose.

6. Alyssa muttered under her breath and snapped her notebook shut to hide the bad grade on the test.

7. I felt like the entire cafeteria stopped and looked at me when my lunch tray clattered to the floor.

8. The snake slithered across the grass and did not make a splash when it slid into the water.
ANSWERS--Identifying Onomatopoeia

Words that attempt to imitate sounds are called **onomatopoeia**.

Example: plink, squeal

These words are used by speakers and writers in the attempt to describe sounds that they hear.

**Exercise:**
Identify the onomatopoeia in each sentence by underlining the words that imitate sounds. There may be more than one example in each sentence.

1. Alone in the house, Sara became alarmed when she heard a **thumping** noise overhead, and the **thud** of someone coming down the stairs.

2. The dead leaves on the ground **rustled** in the cool, crisp fall wind.

3. The **ring** of my alarm clock does not wake me up, but my mother’s **screeching** that breakfast is ready does the trick.

4. The smell of the bacon wafted to me, and I could hear the **sizzling** of the grease as it fried.

5. Marie just **giggled** at my joke, but Mark **snorted** milk through his nose.

6. Alyssa **muttered** under her breath and **snapped** her notebook shut to hide the bad grade on the test.

7. I felt like the entire cafeteria stopped and looked at me when my lunch tray **clattered** to the floor.

8. The snake **slithered** across the grass and did not make a **splash** when it slid into the water.